


The Venue at Rocketown is one of the few open floor
plans in Nashville with a truly versatile space. With
9000 square feet available to work with, our urban
and industrial venue acts as a blank canvas for any
type of event.

The Space The Features The Stage The Sound Contact Us



The Venue at Rocketown can host events for up to 1,500 guests in standing capacity,  up to 800
guests in a formal banquet setting, 1,000 guests in a theater style, and 900 guests for cocktail

events. The adaptable, open floor concept is highlighted with exposed concrete walls and 
a soaring steel beam ceiling.

*numbers vary based on configuration



Click here for a virtual tour!

Self-contained and maintained PA and Lighting systems
Rigging points extending 2 parts of the room (specs are available
upon request).
Backstage load in is on 4th Avenue. There are secondary double-
door entrances around venue.
Chairs on hand for theater style configurations. (Seated capacity
varies with layout.)
Two furnished green rooms. One complete with an ADA shower.
Restroom complex 
A kitchen prep room with a sink and refrigerator.

Or, scan me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y74-E5GLZqM


The stage is a masterpiece of design and technology, providing an unforgettable concert experience that will
leave you speechless. It measures 40’ wide (48’ at wings) x 24’ deep x 3’ high and modular.

The stage features a state-of-the-art LED screen is not solely a backdrop- it's a dynamic canvas that adds a
new dimension to the experience. With vivid colors, sharp contrasts, and crystal-clear resolution, our LED
screen brings your event to life. Whether you're standing in the front row or the back of the venue, no one will
miss a beat. 



With its state-of-the-art technology and expert engineering, the Clair
Brothers sound system within the space delivers a sound experience
that is truly unmatched. From the deep, resonant bass to the crystal-
clear highs, every note and every beat is delivered with precision and
power, making your event an unforgettable experience for everyone in
attendance. 

Whether you're hosting a small gathering, tour, or a large-scale concert,
Rocketown's Clair sound system is the perfect choice for delivering an
immersive, high-fidelity sound experience that will leave your audience
mesmerized.
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